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Human-Environmental 
Interactions 

ENV1600-001
Class 22: Thurs, Nov 21, 2019

Today’s topic
Endangered species & protected areas (part 1)

Learning objectives

• After this class you should be able to:


1. Better understand why biodiversity is important


2. Explain pressures leading to biodiversity loss


3. Describe why some species are more vulnerable to 
endangerment than others

But first …

The mighty and ever-righteous 
environmental song contest

The contestants are…


1. Lisa Folster, Radioactive


2. Carly Kublick, Only 
Human


3. Takumi Koma, Earth 
Song


4. Ashley Rae, Harakiri


5. Robert Wilson, Love 
Song To The Earth


6. Sarah George, The 
Prophet’s Song


7. David Jones, Sounds of 
Silence


8. Simrat Sidhu, all the 
good girls go to hell


9. Jen Forzley, Don’t Drink 
The Water

Biodiversity’s importance
• Extrinsic values: biodiversity provides numerous ecological, 

economic and social (including spiritual) services for humans


• Anthropocentric in outlook


• Can be consumptive or non-consumptive


• Intrinsic values: biodiversity has inherent worth regardless of 
its value to humans


• Ecocentric in outlook 


• Ethical or ecological grounds



• But biodiversity is under extreme stress


• Loss of biodiversity due to human activities has been 
more rapid in the past 50 years than at any time in 
human history


• And the relevant pressures are either steady, show no 
sign of declining, or are increasing in intensity

Pressures on biodiversity

1. Habitat loss


2. Overharvesting & 
predator control


3. Pollution


4. Invasive exotic species

The 
extinction 

vortex

• The end results of the 
vortex 


• Extirpation: when a 
species is eliminated 
from one part of its range 
but still exists 
somewhere else


• Extinction: the 
elimination of all the 
individuals of a species


• Endangerment: a species 
threatened with imminent 
extinction or extirpation • Ecological extinction: 

can no longer fulfill its 
ecological role

1. Habitat loss


• The most important cause of biodiversity loss at national 
and international scales


• Accounts for 84% of endangered species in Canada


• Agriculture is the largest cause of habitat loss, followed 
by urbanization

2. Overharvesting & predator and “pest” control


• Numerous examples from around the world can be cited

The great auk was hunted to 
extinction by 1852 as a way of 

feeding fishers and stuffing 
mattresses

The passenger 
pigeon was 

extinct by 1914 
because of 

hunting for food

Prairie dogs were nearly driven to 
extinction as a result of an extermination 

program to reduce the impact of their 
burrows on cattle and horses

Predator culls are still 
common in North America



3. Pollution


• Sometimes viewed as chemical degradation of habitat


• E.g., at the top of the food chain, raptors are at high risk 
of biomagnification

Eagles were nearly eliminated from the Great Lakes region as a 
result of pesticides but have now recolonized many areas

4. Invasive exotic species


• Also sometimes viewed as degradation of habitat 


• Account for 40% of animal extinctions (with known 
causes)


• 2nd leading cause of endangerment


• Outcompete native species for resources, directly prey on 
them, or change native habitats

Vulnerability to 
endangerment

• Impacts of the pressures differ among species


• Some species are more at risk than others


• High economic value is a risk factor

• Other risk factors, or characteristics of vulnerability

• Specialized habitats for 
feeding or breeding, e.g. 
northern spotted owls


• Migration, e.g. song birds


• Insular and local 
distributions, e.g. 
Dawson’s caribou


• Large body sizes, e.g. 
orcas


• Large home ranges, e.g. 
grizzly bears


• Few or small 
populations, e.g. 
Vancouver Island marmot


• Ineffective dispersers, 
e.g. sloths


• High risk behavioural 
traits, e.g. Florida 
manatees

• Extinction occurs at a natural “background” rate of about 
one to five species per year


• Conservative estimates: 100-1,000 x this rate


But there is occasional good news.




We’ll look at more examples next class.

A few more essay tips

• Here are a few more tips for the essay, again inspired by 
great questions from the class


• Also posted on Nexus

Word and paragraph counts


• There is no minimum word count


• But it is often helpful to take full advantage of the word 
limits available to you


• I have no requirements for the number of paragraphs


• The structure/ organization I gave in class was just one 
example of a general outline for the paper


• You may divert from that outline if doing so makes 
sense for your content and argumentation


• You may have numerous paragraphs within your overall 
outline

Citation style


• I’m not picky about the precise citation style you use


• APA, Chicago, Harvard, etc., or any standard author-date 
style, like the one in the textbook, would work


• A key thing is to use an author-date system for in-text 
citations and an alphabetical listing of references at the 
end (see the book for examples)


• Another key is for the reference list to include complete 
bibliographic info so I can easily find the source if needed


• See the textbook for examples for journal articles, book 
chapters, books, web sites, etc.)
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